Language
contact hours
Individual study (hours)
ECTS credits

Objective

English
15

35

ż
is a compact introduction to various fields
of routine business activities and typical situations you will
see yourself confronted with on a day-to day basis in
intemational business affairs. It provides the student with the

ńsiness English

adequate verbal means and methods to cope with difficulties,
avoid misunderstandings and carry their point. It offers

ample opportunities to practice the newly acquired lexis and
skills in representative situations.
The course (contact hours) focuses mainly on oral

competence, although ample material-predominantly
computer-based- for individual studying at home will be

1. Contacting Business Partners:

a,
b.

Telephoning effectively;
Commercial Correspondence(formaVinformal)
2. Preparing a business trip

Content

3. Getting things done
4. Visiting fairs and companies
5. Master your meetings

a.
b.
c.
d.

Method
Key Qualifications
Form of assessment
Literature
Teacher

Perfectpresentations
Negotiating profesionally
Discussing the clever way
Selling successfully

Communicative and Interactive language learning methods

communicative skills within an international business
context, Mastering everyday situations; presentation skills;
defining ones position; intercultural awareness
Continuous assessment (activities/ presentations/ preparation
Teacher's materails
Gerhard Ristow

English/Polish

Individual study
T" t*ch ba.i. Polish phrases and sentences necessary for
ordinary situation (survival level).
between students, playing scenes with dialogues,
support of video documentation and different original
documents (newspapers, books).

ht".""ti.,

Use of communication and polyvalence methods.
Communication in ordinary sifuations.

Basic cultural differences.
Final test.
Pol.ki_ B"" problemu! Poziom podstawowy. Super Memo
2009; Polski raz adobrze. Wersja angielska. Wydawnictwo
Lingo 2011.

15

Individual study (hours)
be aware of cultural differences
The
in communication, based on language, culture, religion etc,

courseaimstomakestudentsawareofpotentialdifferencesin
aspects of communication

and
(business, social etc) and seek to raise the students' awareness
consciousness of potential problems with mis-communication,
contents will include: work practices, social situations, money,
s

will be able to compare and

discuss different aspects of their own cultures and experience,
Individual research is also encouraged,

ication, discussion skills,

Form of assessment

Class exam. 1 essay
To be confirmed
Gerhard Ristow

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

course unit
Language
contact hours
Individual study (hours)

English

ECTS credits

J

Objective

10

65

Tńis course is designed to introduce to the basic issues of
cultural anthropology. Knowledge of these issues expands the
student's knowledge paying attention to issues of othernęss
and diversĘ of forms and ways of human behavior. Through
the analysis of ways of thiŃing, perception, functioning of
the "other" cultures students acquire the ability to understand
the different cultural behavior and thus "reading"

ofcultural

phenomena in contemporary culture.
The following topics will be discuss:
1. Introduction of the terminology, the location of cultural
anthropology among the social and humanities sciences.

Content

2, Primitive religious beliefs. Animism, shamanism. The
distinction between magic and science

3. Description of cultural phenomena on the example of
behavior related to the perception of time, disease and death.
4, Anthropology of the body,
5. Anthropology of taste.

Method

Interactive lecture linked with discussion

ny tn" end of the course student should bę familiar with the
basic terminology of cultural anthropology, The students will
have the

o

o
Key Qualifications

o
r

abilĘ:

to use the correct category in the field

ofcultural

anthropology,
to critical analysis of phenomena and cultural
products,
to integrate knowledge from different disciplines
the humanities and social sciences,

of

to anticipate different cultural behaviors.
The students are educated to be respectful and tolerate
towards othemess and to be responsible for their own

Form of assessment

decisions on professional and privet level.
Active participation in the discussion, an essay on a given
topic connected with cultural anthropology.
1. Eriksen, Thomas Hylland, Anthropology, Culture and
SocieĘ : Small Places, Large Issues : An Introduction to
Social and Cultural Anthropologl, Pluto Press 2010
2. Monaghan, J., Just, P., Social ąnd Cultural Anthropology
A Very Short Introduction, Oxford University Press 1999.
,

Literature

Teacher

Dr Małgorzata Gałęziowska

:

course unit

Lenguage
contact hours
Individual study (hours)

ECTS credits

§

English
10

40

ż
is designed to introduce to some of the main
areas of research in philosophy. The main objective of the
coursę is to shape an attitude of inquiry and reflectiveness
towards philosophical thought, and in a broader meaning to

This

Objective

"o.r.r"

complexĘ of the all universe.
The following topics will be discuss:

the

diversĘ

o

Content

.

and

what are its characteristic aims
and methods, and how does it differ from other

what philosophy is

-

subjects?
an introductory overview ofseveral different areas

of

philosophy based on a different philosopher and
some of the most important questions and issues in

o
Method

lnteractive lecture linked with discussion

By the end of the course student should be familiar with the
basic concepts of philosophy. Students will have the abilĘ:
o to use the correct category in the field of philosophy,

r

Key Qualifications

the place of philosophy in contemporary world.

o

to critical analysis of thoughts, phenomena and
cultural products,
to recognize ethical conflicts and properly solve
them.

Students are educated to solves problem by the use ofreason,
analyzingthe data, to be respectful and tolerant and
to be responsible for their own behaviour on professional and

Form of assessment

Literature

Teacher

Activę participation in the discussion, an essay on a given
topic connected with philosophy.
1, Shand, Johll, Philosopłry and Philosophers : An
Introduction to Western Philosophy, Routledge 2014.
2. WeĘhal, Jonathan m, Philosophical Propositions : An
Introduction to Philosophy, Routledge 2005.
3. Critchley, Simon, Continental Philosophy : A Very Short
Introduction, Oxford UniversĘ Pręss 2001
Dr hab. Marek Rutkowski

course unit
Lenguage
contact hours
Individual study (hours)
ECTS credits
Objective

ffi
English
10

65
1
J

This co,rrse is designed to introduce to the basic principles of
profes sionalism and professional behavior with particular
emphasis on ethical and moral principles in professional
The following topics will be discuss:
1, Philosophical aspects of professionalism, including
philosophical, cultural and ethnic determinants of human
behavior. 2. Philosophical background of moral and

Content

Method

academic aspects and the autonomy of the individual. 3. Keys
values of professionalism 4, The professionalism of
professional and social development: the rules of professional
relationship. 5. The professionalism of scientific research. 6.

Academic professionalism.
Interactive lecture linked with discussion

ny tne end of the course student should be familiar with the
basic definitions and the division into academic
professionalism, professional and social development,
Student will:

o

Key Qualifications

o
e
r
o
r

Form of assessment

Literature

łótive

have knowledge of the philosophical aspects

professional behavior,
know the rules of work in a group,
understand the cultural, ethnic and national
determinants of human behavior,

know the rules of academic professionalism, adhere
of academic etiquette and academic ethical code,
know the rules of professionalism in research,
understand the concept offairness in science and
understand what the plagiarism is.
pańicipation in the discussion, an essay on a given

topic connected with professionalism.
1. Malin, Nigel, Professionalism, Boundaries and the
Workplac e, Routledge 2002
2, DuPont, M. Kay, Business Etiquette and Professionalism,
1998

Teacher

of

Prof. Andrzej Dąbkowski

English

ation and use ofkey sociological
notions in order to help in understanding some soclaĘĘngmena,
ings of basic sociological notions:

social relations, social roles, groups (family, peers, community, nation),
individual and group identĘ, values and norms, elites, culture, popular

r""t*i"s

aiscussions, individual presentation
Basic knowledge of Sociology terms

orm of assessment

Essay, presentation, attendance

ro

U"

p.*ided (Anthony Giddens, Sociolosv)

Dr Katar zy na

P ietr

zak - Komar

il/r^T\D,T

Language
contact hours
Individual study (hours)

ECTS credits

Objective

śarE AI TT,pNATrVtr. I'DIT(aATIoN

English
15
.

60
J

Th" foc.rs of this course is on raising awareness of
differences in educational cultures and understanding ofthe
theoretical and axiological differences in a number of
education models, as well as development of a reflexivecritical viewpoint in relation to school practices and their
innovative readiness.
- Educationtion of children up to 3 years of age (Italia, San

Content

Miniato),
- The space ofthe school and the classroom (Poland /
England), - Model of the broadened early social education,
- Multicultural and religious education (monoculturalism vs
multiculturalism),
- Individual approaches to students: organization oflessons,
reconstruction of the school curriculum, assessment.
- Montessori secondary school.
- Education without teacher (digital education - experiment

of Sugata Mitra)

Method

Key Qualifications

Form of assessment

Interactive lectures with multimedia presentation
Students describe the main feafures and assumptions of
alternative models of education and related institutional
practices; understand their cultural and political determinants,
evaluate their assumptions and effects. They make their own
personal choices, Justiff them and explain.
Written answer for an open question.

Literature

Some iJsues of "Problemy Wczesnej Edukacji / Issues in
Early Education" (about alternative ideas and practice)

Teacher

Dr hab. Dorota Plucińska

English

contact hours
Individual study (hours)
and counting methods in early

@

and counting in early education

Wokshops, seminar

rg""nirg skills in early education

course unit
Language
contact hours
Individual study (hours)
ECTS credits
Objective

English
15

60
J

an indeń discussion of theory

and research related to human

development. The emphasis is on inquiries into what is the nature
and mechanism of developmental changes from the perspective of

life-span developmental psychology,
Considerations on the nature of development will be focused on:
definition of development as a change in time; kinds of
developmental changes; operationalizations of development;
models of developmental changes; time as a marker of
developmental changes. The main thesis of this part of
considerations is that human development is not a monolithic

Content

process of only progressive changes.
Considerations on developmental mechanisms will be focused on
two fundamental controversies : "naturę_nutture" and "reactivity_
activĘ". The historical controversies in the context of modern.

science discoveries (neurobiology, neuropsychology, behavioral
genetics and evolutionary psychology) witl be discussed,The main
thesis of this considerations is that the role of environment in the
activation of developmental potentiality is not describęd yet on the
ground both of environmental and biological orientated

Method

Key Qualifications

Form of assessment

Th" f""rs *iil be on interactive teaching methods and individual
research. Students have to take an active part in discussions,

o
o
o
o

Communication skills in group discussion
Team work skills

Ana$ical skills

and critical thinking

Efforts in an individual study of literature on human

Form: reguń participation and assay on chosen by sfudents topic
on human development
, Term of graduation: end of semester
Grading scale: from l(worth) to 5 (best)
or alternative: max. 100 pts.
P"ą H. rtq96). Lifespan Developmenl. New York: HarperCollins

Literature

College Publishers.
Pulkkinen, L. & Caspi A, (2002,Eds,). Paths to Successful
Development. Personality in the Life Course. Cambridge,

Teacher

New Jersey: Prentice Hall.
Dr Michał Boraczyński

England: Cambridge UniversĘ Press.
Schaie, K.W. & Willis,S.L, (2002). Adult Development and Aging,

English
15

Individual study (hours)
the necessary knowledge

of

tactics and techniques of forensic science. The knowledge gained
in
during these classes will also enable mastery of the skills needed
in
the police service, ie, The conduct and evaluation of evidence
detection work in the preparatory proceedings and litigation, with

particular emphasis on r"r"ntrfi"

"uid"*

a

forensics - preliminary issues

a

dactyloscopy
securing forensic evidence at the scene,

o

a

biological traces,
ballistics,
study offires,
polygraph,
mechanoscopy

a

study of prints mouth

a
a
o
o

a multimedia presentation,

and definitions, research

Key Qualifications

methods used in criminology, methods of collecting information on
detecting and preventing crime, the principles of legal protection
and secure physical evidence.

Form of assessment

written test
To be confirmed
Dr Magdalena Wolińska

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS - PROBLEMS OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
ADAPTATION
O

course unit

English

contact hours
Individual study
(hours)
rstanding different social
european
environments which influence until today the process of the
unifiation and integration of Eeastern countries,i" pułłl!,Po!3,d,

bstacles for the modernisation of
the minimal
the polish economy and social policy. They should obtain
knowledge of the economic and social past of Poland, as well realise
the impact of traditions.

ffie

trained to analyse conflicts between "
in
different spheres of socio_economic policies and conflicts of interest
the process of modernisation.
apptoach to the literature and to the sources,

ffi
Key Qualifications

_
the
especially formal data; ana|sĄical skills the possibilĘ to perceive
social and cultural differences (in connection with the european

integration)

Form of assessment

Essey

A History of poland in two
volumes, vo|r,2 _ |795 to the Present, oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981
(fragmentary) or the same Author - Europe, A History, NY: Harper
_
Parennial 1998, pp. 1089 _ 1 136 (Eastern Europe 1945 1985; The
Cold War in Europe 1948 _ 1989; Integration and Desintegration)
_
for strategic and Intemational studies

ffilayground.

The Report of the center

the
Heather A. Copley, T. J. Cipoletti, Economic Transformation and
Future of Capitalism, W§§,§si§*9s

Pror, ar hab, AleksanderŁlczak

THE NEW
English

contact hours
Individual study (hours)
The b"r",

@eb

"ańę

newest Internet knowledge,
content. Key factors,

definitions, "the way to the top" pattern,
L*t r.ą at-"r*t,rns, individual research

Key Qualificat]9l!
Form of assessment

Lungrug", basic research

skĘ

Essay, presentation, attendance
To be provided
Dr Agnieszka Górska

ii6ffi
Objective

Ńroaivla,rut.t,Oyqo",9

ers and mass

JtllIuIŚ

_re,origins

ffipularculture,
of that phenomena

e""Ń"i

mal

'ypi":T::,:"lT:i_#:"*
of media. Analyzing
il iffi;;r.ń;ri"rr,istó
u, do*i.nłedwithPC
."a"ń

:f

culture

ffiresearch
Lecture, discussrons,

Eil,presentation,attendance
fr-be provióeó

btgnieszka

Górska

ntact hours

ndividual study (hours)

o

p.*.rt

"r"lńion

that takes place in Polish school system

of education given in the school
m is carried out in two ways. First - based on the school
Every pupil passes three tests in course of his/her primary

t*t, I" P"l""d

"r"ruation

secondary education, These are tests completing primary
gymnasium and the third one - after lycee [called
test]. These tests produce records for each pupil
icating his competences and the average school scores
icates school effectiveness in teaching.

way of evaluating is school evaluation carried out by
educational administration, This in turn consists in

icating how teaching standards and requirements defined by
are fulfilled. This kind of evaluation is completed by
iews of teachers, schoolheadmaster and some pupils as
as parents. Also self-evaluation fformative evaluation]
place on the school level.
discussions, individual presentation

knowledge of English both spoken and written
'orm of assessment

. oBcl

and European

union's repońs and analysis on

PISA [Program for International Students Assessment]
tests results;

o

some reports and data from polish Institutę of
Educational Research provided in English

will be provided later
.

dr hab. Wiesław Mysłek

course unit
Languaqe
contact hours
Individual study
(hours)

English

ECTS credits

ż

Objective

15

45

should be understandable and comparable across
international boundaries, International Financial Reporting Standards
afe a consequence of growing international shareholding and trade
and are particularly important for companies that have dealings in

c"-p""v

""c"""ts

several countries, IFRS began as an attempt to harmonise accounting
across the European Union but the value of harmonisation quickly
made the concept attractive around the world, including USA, so the
International Accounting systems' overview and comparison based
on IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards), IAS
(International Accounting Standards) and US GAAP (Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles) is necessary to know and
understand for a student of economic science,
a rurpo." orłccounting Systems and Rules' Harmonization
a

Content

a
a
a

Method
Key Qualifications
Form of assessment

Literature

IFRS and US GAAP overview
Elements of financial statements
Recognition of elements of financial statements
Concepts of capital and capital maintenance

Lecture, slides' show, dialogue, case study's analysis
Basic knowledge in Accounting and Corporate Finance area

Overall comparison of IFRS and US GAAP
Recognising the financial statements' elements
written examination
1. uu, Greuning, Hennie; Scott, Darrel; Terblanche, Simonet,
Intemational Financial Reporting Standards, A Practical Guide,
Sixth Edition World Bank, 2011
2. International Financial Repońing Standards for Small and

'
3,

Medium-sized Entities [2009] London
Bloomer C. (red), The IASC - US Comparison Project: A
Report on the Similarities and Differences between IASC
Standards and US

Teacher

Dr Elżbieta Lorek

GAAP,

1999

